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Press release: Combination of buffer modules and short-term UPS’s for inverters: Optimized energy management for Drives 


Michael Koch GmbH at the Hannover Fair 2013 in hall 14 stand J15


DEK2.0: Abbreviation for optimum energy storage at the actuator level

Short term UPS with buffering function for inverters

2,000 watt seconds of energy for the inverter, at least 50 per cent of this is reserved to cater for power outages or voltage dips, the remainder being used for braking energy backup purposes: The DEK2.0 of Michael Koch GmbH solves two current elementary tasks related to electric drive technology, i.e. the increase in energy efficiency and protection from power supply problems. The device optimizes the energy balance directly in the DC link of all current inverters or servo controllers with performance in the single digit kilowatt range, without the need for complicated configuration or commissioning. Just connect it and it works. An interface monitors the reliability of the UPS to minimizing the risk even further. If a higher amount of energy is required, more powerful energy storage devices with energy-storage extensions in two-kilowatt-second increments are employed.
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World premiere in Hannover: Short term UPS with buffering function for inverters


Additional information:

Direct link: http://www.bremsenergie.de/en/products/dek
A crude description of the product. Details to follow.

As easy as child’s play! A somewhat different film about the DEK: http://www.bremsenergie.de/dek
An animation about the benefits of the use of the DEK in comparison with previous configurations.
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